Long-distance wireless power transfer system powering multiple loads with constant voltage outputs using S-SP compensation
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Abstract: This paper proposes a long-distance multi-load wireless power transfer (WPT) system with a constant voltage (CV) output for each load. A repeater unit consisting of two bipolar repeater coils is designed to power the load. Multiple repeater units are placed in a line and the power can be transferred from one unit to the next. Each repeater unit corresponds to one load and multiple loads can be powered simultaneously. The two repeater coils in the same repeater unit are placed perpendicularly to eliminate the magnetic coupling between them. In each repeater unit, a compensation capacitor is placed in series with the transmitting coil while two extra compensation capacitors form a series-parallel (SP) structure for the receiving coil. When neglecting the coil’s parasitic resistance, the CV characteristics can be obtained, which enables the independent and flexible power control of each load. Moreover, the influence of the parasitic resistances on the system performance is analysed. Such a system is especially suitable for powering the gate drivers in a high-voltage converter where multiple insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs) are connected in series. An experimental setup with six loads is constructed to validate the proposed system. The maximum system efficiency can reach 88.1%.

1 Introduction

Multiple isolated power supplies are necessary for the gate drivers in the series-connected insulated gate bipolar transistors in a high-voltage converter because their reference potentials are different [1]. The wireless power transfer (WPT) technology provides an ideal solution for powering the multiple gate drivers with enough insulation level because no direct contact is needed [2, 3]. In addition, the system using the proposed WPT technology is independent of the main power. Thus, the gate driver can be powered before the power-on of the main power and can still work during a power outage, which ensures operation safety. However, only one load can be powered in the conventional WPT system [4–9], which cannot meet the multiple load requirements in the gate driver application.

Powering multiple loads using WPT technology is attracting more and more attention recently [10–15]. In [10], the frequency bifurcation phenomenon was used to transfer power to multiple loads where each receiver works at a specific bifurcation frequency. However, the load number is limited by the number of split frequencies. A multi-load WPT system was proposed in [11] to power the LEDs where the transmitting coil is compensated using the LCC topology and multiple loads are connected in parallel across the unique receiving coil. The multiple receivers, however, are not isolated and are not suitable for the gate driver application. In [12], the game-theory-based control strategy was developed for load power control. However, the magnetic coupling between different receiving coils is not considered. A WPT system with multiple outputs was developed for charging the electric vehicles in [13]. Multiple transmitting coils are connected in parallel across the inverter, each of which corresponds to a receiving coil. In order to suppress the magnetic coupling between an adjacent pair of coils, these coils should be placed with enough space between them. In [14, 15], the repeater coils were adopted to power multiple loads over a long distance. The constant current (CC) can be obtained for all loads, which greatly suppressed the load power coupling and simplified the load power control. However, the constant voltage (CV) source is preferred in the gate driver application. Thus, an extra conversion circuit like the LCL circuit should be used to transform the CC source to CV source before they are used to power the gate drivers, which will increase the system cost and loss.

In order to generate a CV output for the load, the S-SP compensation topology with one load was proposed in [16, 17] where one capacitor is connected in series with the transmitting coil and two capacitors are connected to the receiving coil to form a series-parallel (SP) structure. The series-connected capacitors resonate with the leakage inductance while the parallel-connected capacitor resonates with the magnetising inductance to eliminate reactive power. In this paper, the S-SP topology is adopted and extended to the multi-load application. The repeater coils [14, 15, 18] are used in the proposed system. Every two repeater coils form a repeater unit and each repeater unit corresponds to one load. One repeater coil in the repeater unit receives power from its previous unit while the other repeater coil transmits power to its subsequent unit. Moreover, the bipolar coils are adopted for all the repeater coils. The two bipolar repeater coils in the same repeater unit are placed perpendicularly so that the magnetic coupling between them can be eliminated [19]. The S-SP compensation topology is implemented in each repeater unit. An experimental setup with six loads is constructed to validate the effectiveness of the proposed multi-load WPT system.

The main contributions of this paper are listed below:

(i) In the proposed WPT system, multiple isolated CV outputs can be generated with a simple system structure, which is suitable for powering gate drivers where isolated voltage sources are required;
(ii) The S-SP compensation topology is adopted in the proposed system. This is the first time that the S-SP compensation topology is applied in a multi-load WPT system, the working principle of which is analysed;
(iii) Detailed analysis of the proposed WPT system using the S-SP compensation method is conducted, which shows that the load voltages decrease gradually as the load power increases when considering the coil’s resistance. To obtain a better CV characteristic and higher system efficiency, a larger coupling coefficient or quality factor is required.
**2 System description**

### 2.1 System modelling

Fig. 1 shows the topology structure of the proposed WPT system with \( N \) loads, which is divided into three groups, i.e., the transmitting unit \(#0\), repeater unit \(#(1 \sim N-1)\) and receiving unit \(#N\). Each repeater unit \(#n\) \((n=1, 2, \ldots, N-1)\) and the receiving unit \(#N\) corresponds to a load. In each repeater unit, there are two receiver coils. The receiving coil \( L_{n_r} \) receives power from its previous unit while the transmitting coil \( L_{n_t} \) transmits power to the next unit \((n=1, 2, \ldots, N-1)\). There are three compensation capacitors, namely \( C_{n_r} \) and \( C_{n_t} \) in the repeater unit \(#n\) \((n=1, 2, \ldots, N-1)\), which forms a series (S) compensation for \( L_{n_r} \) and a series-parallel (SP) compensation for \( L_{n_t} \). An H-bridge inverter consisting of four metal–oxide–semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs) is used to generate a high-frequency AC voltage from the DC voltage \( V_{dc} \) for the repeater system, which is connected to the transmitting coil \( L_{0_t} \) via the series-connected compensation capacitor \( C_{0_t} \) in the transmitting unit \(#0\). For receiving unit \(#N\), only the receiving coil \( L_{N_r} \) is needed together with the compensation capacitors \( C_{N_r} \) and \( C_{N_t} \) because it does not transmit power to any other unit. The load is connected in parallel with the compensation capacitor \( C_{fn} \) in the repeater unit or the receiving unit. Usually, a rectifier consisting of four diodes is adopted to transform the high-frequency AC power into a DC source for real applications. Since the voltage across the rectifier and the current flowing into the rectifier are in phase, the rectifier together with DC load can be modelled as an AC load \( R_{fn} \) \((n=1, 2, \ldots, N)\) [20]. Although there are many coils in the proposed system, only the magnetic coupling between \( L_{n-1_t} \) and \( L_{n_t} \) \((n=1, 2, \ldots, N)\) needs to be considered as shown in Fig. 1 with the coil structure designed in Section 2.3. The mutual inductance and the corresponding coupling coefficient between \( \hat{M}_{n-1} \) and \( \hat{L}_{n_t} \) is defined as \( M_n \) and \( k_n \) \((n=1, 2, \ldots, N)\), which have the following relationship:

\[
k_n = \frac{M_n}{\sqrt{M_{n-1} \cdot L_{n_t}}}
\]  

### 2.2 Constant voltage outputs

The T-type model of two coupled inductors is adopted to analyse the proposed system as shown in Fig. 2. \( V_0 \) is the AC voltage source generated by the inverter. \( r_{n_t} \) and \( r_{n_r} \) are the parasitic resistances of \( L_{n_r} \) and \( L_{n_t} \), respectively. \( I_{n_t} \) and \( I_{n_r} \) are the currents flowing through \( L_{n_t} \) and \( L_{n_r} \), respectively \((n=0, 1, 2, \ldots, N)\); \( V_{n_t} \) \((n=1, 2, \ldots, N)\) is the load voltage across \( R_{nr} \). The positive directions of these currents or voltages are defined in Fig. 2. The voltage equations for all the loops in Fig. 2 can be written in (2) according to the Kirchhoff's voltage law.

\[
\begin{align*}
V_0 &= Z_{0,j} \cdot j \omega C_{0_t} V_0 + I_{0_t} \cdot L_{0_t} + Z_{0,j} \cdot j \omega C_{0_r} V_0 - I_{0_r} \cdot L_{0_r} \\
V_1 &= Z_{1,j} \cdot j \omega C_{n-1_r} V_1 + I_{1_r} \cdot L_{n-1_r} + Z_{1,j} \cdot j \omega C_{n-1_t} V_1 - I_{1_t} \cdot L_{n-1_t} \\
&\vdots \\
V_N &= 0000...Z_{N,j} \cdot j \omega C_{N_r} V_N - I_{N_r} \cdot L_{N_r} - I_{N_t} \cdot L_{N_t} \\
\end{align*}
\]  

where \( Z_i = r_i + j / (\omega C_i) + j \omega L_i \), and \( i \) indicates the coil number and \( \omega_0 \) is the operational angular frequency.

In the proposed WPT system, the following resonant condition should be met:

\[
\omega_n^2 = \frac{1}{L_{n_r} \cdot C_{n_r}} = \frac{1}{(M_n \cdot C_{fn})} \quad n = 1, 2, \ldots, N
\]  

The resonant condition in (3) for the parallel-compensated capacitor \( C_n \) should resonate with the mutual inductance \( M_n \) while the series-compensated capacitors \( C_{n-1} \) and \( C_n \) should resonate with the equivalent inductances \( (L_{n-1} - M_n) \) and \( (L_n - M_n) \), respectively, in the T-model. Substituting (3) into (2), the following equation can be obtained:

\[
V_n = V_{n-1} - r_{n-r} \cdot I_{n-r} + j \omega L_{n-r} \cdot I_{n-r} \quad n = 1, 2, \ldots, N
\]  

In an idealised case, the coil's parasitic resistance is very small so that it can be neglected. Thus, (4) can be simplified as:

\[
V_n = V_{n-1} = V_1 = V_2 = \cdots = V_N
\]  

It can be seen from (5) that the amplitudes of the load voltages are constant regardless of the load resistance when neglecting the coil's parasitic resistance. When one load power varies, the other load voltage will not be affected, which means independent load power control can be achieved. The effect of the parasitic resistance on the CV operation will be discussed later in Section 3.

Fig. 3 shows the simulation waveforms of the load voltages using the proposed WPT system with six loads. The simulation is conducted in LTspice and the figure is redrawn using MATLAB. The simulation parameters are listed in Table 1 and the parasitic resistance is neglected. It can be seen that all load voltages have the same amplitude and phase.

### 2.3 Coil structure

The above analysis and the constant load voltage conclusion are based on the assumption that only the magnetic coupling between \( L_{n-1_t} \) and \( L_{n_r} \) \((n=1, 2, \ldots, N)\) is considered while the coupling
Undesirable. In order to eliminate the magnetic coupling between them is zero [19]. The ferrite plate Feₙ (n = 0, 1, 2, ..., N) is inserted in each unit, which not only increases the magnetic coupling between \( L_{n-1, t} \) and \( L_{n, r} \) (n = 1, 2, ..., N) but also suppresses that between any two non-adjacent coils.

The finite-element analysis is used to help design the coils. Considering the symmetric structure in Fig. 4, only repeater units #1 and #2 are simulated. The coils and ferrite plates are square with the side length of \( L_{\text{coil}} = 160 \text{ mm} \) and \( l_{\text{Fe}} = 120 \text{ mm} \), respectively. The coil length is \( l_0 = 20 \text{ mm} \). The distance between two adjacent units is \( d = 60 \text{ mm} \). The simulated coupling coefficients are listed in Table 2 where \( k_{1_r, 1_t}, k_{1_r, 2_t}, k_{1_r, 2_t}, k_2 \) are the coupling coefficients between \( L_{1, r}, L_{1, t}, L_{2, r}, L_{1, r}, L_{2, r}, L_{1, t}, L_2, r, L_{1, r}, L_{2, r}, L_{1, r}, L_{2, r}, L_{1, t} \) and \( L_{2, r} \), respectively. It can be seen from Table 2 that the other coupling coefficients are much smaller compared to \( k_2 \), which can be neglected.

### 3 Detailed analysis

It should be pointed out that the CV characteristics of the loads are obtained in the proposed WPT system under the premise that the coils’ parasitic resistances can be neglected. In practical applications, the coil’ parasitic resistance is inevitable, the influence of which on the system performance is analysed below.

The quality factors of \( L_{n, r} \) and \( L_{n, t} \) are defined as \( Q_{n, r} \) and \( Q_{n, t} \). Then their parasitic resistance \( r_{n, r} \) and \( r_{n, t} \) can be calculated as

\[
r_{n, r} = \frac{a_0 L_{n, r}}{Q_{n, r}} \quad r_{n, t} = \frac{a_0 L_{n, t}}{Q_{n, t}}
\]

According to the resonant condition in (3), the circuit model shown in Fig. 2 can be simplified as in Fig. 5. It is really complicated to get the analytical solutions of the load voltages directly from Fig. 5 when the load number \( N \) is large because there are too many parallel- and series-connected circuits in Fig. 5. In this section, the reflection impedances in each coil are defined, then the recursive formulas of the reflection impedances and the load voltages can be derived. With the help of MATLAB, the load voltages can be easily obtained based on these recursive formulas.

Fig. 6 illustrates the reflection impedances in the two repeater coils in the repeater unit \( n \) where \( Z_{r, n, r} \) and \( Z_{r, n, t} \) are the reflection impedances in \( L_{n, r} \) and \( L_{n, t} \), respectively. According to Fig. 6, \( Z_{r, n, r} \) and \( Z_{r, n, t} \) can be calculated as

\[
Z_{r, n, r} = \frac{j a_0 M_{n-1}}{\omega L_n (r_{n, r} + Z_{r, n, r})} \left( \frac{1}{j a_0 M_{n-1} + r_{n, r} + Z_{r, n, r}} + \frac{1}{Z_{r, n, r}} \right)
\]

\[
Z_{r, n, t} = \frac{R_{n} (r_{n, t} + Z_{r, n, t})}{R_{n} + (r_{n, t} + Z_{r, n, t})} \left( \frac{1}{j a_0 C_{n} R_{n} + 1} \right)
\]

In the receiving unit \( N \), the reflection impedance \( Z_{r, N, r} \) can be calculated by (8) because there is no transmitting coil

\[
Z_{r, N, r} = \frac{R_{N}}{j a_0 C_{N} R_{N} + 1} \quad Z_{r, N, t} = \frac{R_{N}}{j a_0 C_{N} R_{N} + 1}
\]

The reflection impedance \( Z_{r, 0, r} \) in the transmitting unit \#0 can also be calculated using (7). Thus, the reflection impedance in each coil can be calculated one by one iteratively from the last coil, \( L_{N, r} \), to the first coil, \( L_{0, r} \).

### 3.1 Load voltage

Once all the reflection impedances are obtained, the currents flowing through the coils and the load voltages in repeater unit \#n can be calculated as
Using (9), the load voltages can be calculated iteratively beginning with transmitting unit #0. The load voltage variations against the increasing load power are shown in Fig. 7. According to the coil structure in Section 2.3, the quality factors and the parasitic resistances of all the repeater coils are identical, i.e.

\[
\begin{align*}
I_{n,j} &= I_{0,j} = I_{1,j} = I_{2,j} = \cdots = I_{N,j} = L \\
Q_{n,j} &= Q_{0,j} = Q_{1,j} = Q_{2,j} = \cdots = Q_{N,j} = Q \\
r_{n,j} &= r_{0,j} = r_{1,j} = r_{2,j} = \cdots = r_{N,j} = r
\end{align*}
\]

In Fig. 7, there are six loads where $k=0.24$, $Q=320$. These parameters are consistent with those in the experimental prototype in Section 4. However, the analysis method and conclusion are applicable to other parameters. In order to facilitate the comparison, the load voltage and load power are normalised by dividing the base values defined as

\[
V_b = V_0, \quad R_b = \alpha M, \quad P_b = \frac{V_b^2}{R_b}
\]

It needs to be pointed out that the selection of $R_b$ does not affect the analysis. Moreover, the load resistances $R_{L_n}$ ($n=1, 2, \ldots, N$) are assumed identical in Fig. 7, i.e.

\[
R_{L_1} = R_{L_2} = \cdots = R_{L_N} = R_L
\]

It needs to be pointed out that this assumption is not a necessary condition for the proposed system, which is used here just to facilitate the comparison. Moreover, the identical load resistance ensures nearly equal power distribution among all the loads. In a practical case, the proposed system with different load resistances can still work well, which will be shown in the experimental part in Section 4.

Assuming that the load voltage variation is small, the normalised load power can be calculated as

\[
P_{L_n,\text{norm}} = \frac{P_{L_n}}{P_b} = \left(\frac{V_{n,j}}{V_b}\right) \left(\frac{V_{n,j}}{R_L}\right) \approx \frac{R_b}{R_L}
\]

Thus, the x-axis in Fig. 7 is $R_b/R_L$, which roughly equals the normalised load power. In Fig. 7, the load voltages decrease gradually as the load power increases. Moreover, the load voltage decreases faster if the unit is further from transmitting unit #0.

In order to study the influence of the coupling coefficient $k$ and quality factor $Q$ on the CV performance, Fig. 8 shows the variation of the last load voltage $V_6$ with different $k$ and $Q$ where there are six loads and $R_b/R_L=0.2$. If $V_6/V_b$ is closer to 1, better CV characteristics can be obtained for the proposed system. According to Fig. 8, with a larger $k$ or $Q$, a larger load voltage $V_6$ can be obtained, which indicates a better CV performance. In an ideal case where the coil's resistance is zero, which means $Q$ is infinite, the voltage drop is zero. Thus, an ideal CV source can be obtained. However, in a practical application, the load voltage drop cannot be avoided because the coil's resistance is inevitable.

### 3.2 Input impedance angle

The input impedance angle of the whole system to the inverter is also shown in Fig. 9. When considering the parasitic resistance, the input impedance is a little inductive. As can be seen from Fig. 9, the input impedance angle is less than 5°, which changes slightly with the increasing load power. Thus, only a little amount of reactive power is generated in the proposed system. Moreover, the small inductive input impedance facilitates the zero voltage switching of the MOSFETs in the inverter [21]. Thus, the switching loss can be decreased.

### 3.3 System efficiency

The AC to AC efficiency can also be calculated with the load voltage $V_6$ obtained in (9) as

\[
\eta = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \left(\frac{V_b}{R_L} \cdot I_{n,j}\right)
\]

where $\text{Re}[X]$ represents the real part of $X$.
conclusion is similar to that in the conventional one-load WPT system.

4 Experimental validation

4.1 Experimental setup

The repeater unit and a WPT system with six loads was designed as shown in Figs. 12a and b, respectively, to validate the proposed WPT system. The 660-strand Litz wire is used to fabricate the coils, so that the skin-effect loss can be reduced, and the quality factor of the coil can be improved. The dimensions of the experimental setup are $l_{\text{coil}} = 160\,\text{mm}$, $l_{\text{Fe}} = 120\,\text{mm}$, $l_{\text{w}} = 20\,\text{mm}$ and $d = 60\,\text{mm}$, which are consistent with the simulation parameters above. The coupling coefficient of two adjacent repeater units is 0.24. The quality factor of the coil is around 320. The switching frequency of the system is set to 200 kHz, which is realised by the inverter consisting of four silicon carbide MOSFETs. The detailed system parameters are listed in Table 1.

4.2 Experimental results

Fig. 13 shows the experimental waveforms of the designed multi-load WPT system. The inverter's output voltage $V_0$ is in phase with the current $I_0$, flowing through the transmitting coil $L_0$, which means the power factor of the experimental system is close to 1. The load voltages $V_1$ and $V_6$ are also shown in Fig. 13. They have almost the same amplitude value. Moreover, $V_1$ and $V_6$ are in phase, which is consistent with the analysis in (5).

The load voltage variation with the increasing load power is shown in Fig. 14 where all load resistances are the same. The solid lines represent the calculated load voltages while the dotted points are measured voltages in the experiment. Due to the coil's parasitic resistance, the load voltage decreases gradually as the load power increases but within an acceptable range. As can be seen in Fig. 14, the calculated voltages and the measured voltages match well. The voltage drop can be decreased with a larger $k$ or $Q$ as analysed above.

In the real application, a DC/DC converter can be used before the gate driver circuit. Thus, although there are load voltage drops in Fig. 14, the output voltage of the DC/DC converter can be maintained constant with a wide input range.

The system efficiency variation with the increasing load power is shown in Fig. 15 where the solid line and dotted points are the calculated efficiency and measured efficiency, respectively. The measured efficiency is a little larger than the calculated value, which is mainly due to the measurement errors of the quality factor $Q$ of the coil, the load voltages and the non-linearity of the ferrite material. The maximum measured efficiency can reach 88.1\% when the normalised load power is 0.2.
the load voltages and system efficiency are also analysed, which shows that the load voltage drop because of the parasitic S-SP compensation topology is designed. The repeater coils are obtained for each load when neglecting the coils’ parasitic resistances is within an acceptable range with a reasonable coupling coefficient and quality factor. An experimental setup with six loads has been designed and the experiment results validated the effectiveness of the proposed multi-load WPT system.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, a novel multi-load long-distance WPT system using S-SP compensation topology is designed. The repeater coils are used to enhance the power transfer capability over a long distance. The repeater unit that consists of two repeater coils is designed to power each load. Since the two repeater coils in the same repeater unit are placed perpendicularly, the magnetic coupling between them can be removed. With the S-SP compensation topology and the corresponding resonant condition, constant load voltages can be obtained for each load when neglecting the coils’ parasitic resistances, which enables the independent and flexible power control of each load. The influence of coil parasitic resistances on the load voltages and system efficiency are also analysed, which shows that the load voltage drop because of the parasitic resistances is within an acceptable range with a reasonable coupling coefficient and quality factor. An experimental setup with six loads has been designed and the experiment results validated the effectiveness of the proposed multi-load WPT system.
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